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ABSTRACT 

Suharsono. An Analysis of Moral Value in “English Textbook” Students Textbook  at 
The First Grade of Senior High School 7 Pinrang, English  Program of Tarbiyah 
Faculty, State Islamic Institute (IAIN) Parepare  (Supervised by Abdul Haris Sunubi, 
and Mujahidah.). 
 
 The researcher would analysis the moral values students‟ English Textbook in 
first grade of SMAN 7 Pinrang based on the ptoblem statement: what moral value is 
found and how it represented in students‟ English Textbook in first grade, and also to 
know how the moral value are represented im words in students‟ English Textbook 
for first grade in SMAN 7 Pinrang. 
 This research focused on moral value that refers as the aim of curriculum 
2013. The research methodology used is qualitative descriptive research method. 
There are primary sources and secondary sources. To collect the data, researcher did 
several steps of extracting the data, first data condensation, data display, and 
conclusion drawing or verification. The findings reveal that there are several moral 
value represented by the students‟ English Textbook of curriculum 2013. 
 In the analysis, which also becomes conclusion of this researcher. The 
researcher found kinds of moral value in social attitude. The kinds of moral value: 
The first, interactions of the human to themselves is called individual moral, such as: 
honest, behavior, discipline, responsibility, polite, care, responsive and proactive. The 
major type of moral value is discipline. However, based on observation the researcher 
saw the teacher enter to the class on time, that should be followed by the students. 
The second, interaction of human to others and environment is called social moral, 
such as: tolerant, mutual cooperation, teamwork, and peace. The most presented type 
of moral is teamwork, because result of observation and interview the presented 
moral is teamwork in the textbook. Such as the students presently do teamwork in the 
classroom. 
 
 
Keywords : Moral value, students’ English Textbook 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A.  Background 

Textbook is one of the most important elements in the teaching learning 

process, because textbooks can present a variety of material that will be taught. In 

addition textbooks also support the teaching learning process to be going regularly 

and effectively. Then without textbooks, teaching learning will not go smoothly and 

effectively, and also the presence of textbooks can be facilitated students to follow 

the learning process. 

An English Textbook is a basic resource to determine a quality of language 

input and the language practices during teaching learning process in an English 

course. Its functions are not only as a guidance of teaching and learning but also as a 

developing material. The English textbooks are the main points in the development of 

students‟ learning and moral abilities. Today schools are using many different 

textbook to support their students in learning. Nevertheless, it is least likely to 

consider the beneficial of the book. That is why it is very needed to observe and to 

get more knowledge about the textbook‟s advantages for the students‟ morality.  

Using textbook as a tool of the education is needed because a good morality 

will create characters for the identity of a nation. Good moral value is a value 

associated with the suitability of the expectations and goals of human life in carrying 

out it can be viewed from the social rules of society and to realize good morals this 

can be done through education. Education is a conscious and planned effort to create 

a learning atmosphere and learning process so that students actively develop their 

potential to have spiritual strength, self-control, personality, intelligence and skills 
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needed by them. Thus, moral education is a real effort to shape the morality of 

students into a generation of people who fear God Almighty and have a good attitude 

in their schools and houses environment. 

The Ministry of Education of the Republic of Indonesia is implementing its 

new curriculum named 2013 Curriculum. As what the Curriculum 2013 the goal of 

this new curriculum is to improve the moral and character of the students. To look 

how is the implementing moral value we can find in students textbook, also in daily 

teaching. A textbook needs to be evaluated. For instance, exercises or activities in the 

workbook. In evaluating this quality of exercises or activities from a textbook. The 

four key points exercises and activities are suggested by Garinger. First, the exercises 

and activities in the textbook should contribute to students‟ language acquisition. 

Second, the exercises should be balanced in their format, containing both controlled 

and free practice. Third, the exercises should be progressive as the students move 

through the textbook. And finally the exercises should be varied and challenging in 

summary one of these evaluation criteria enables to lead into a standardized textbook. 

In Pasundan University, there are some research papers discussing about 

moral values such as Arief Kurniawan‟s research paper entitled An Analysis of Moral 

Messages in Hallstrom‟s Hachiko Movie, it was written on 2011. In this research, the 

writer also wanted to analyze about moral values. After doing his observation in 

SMAN 7 Pinrang, the researcher found that the moral attitude of some students in 

learning English was very nice in responding the teachers. Some of them said, their 

English teacher get used to teach them how to percentage the them in good attitude of 

their morals and some of them told the researcher that it trained them by the topic and 

the instruction of the English textbook they have and the teacher‟s explanation in 
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their classroom, but also the researcher found some of the fight each other, not honest 

so the researcher interesting to analyzing the English textbook. 

To this end, the researcher intends to do his research in the first grade students 

in Senior High School 7 Pinrang. After observing the school and getting some 

conversation to the teachers about the students‟ attitude and their improvement on 

their textbook of “Bahasa Inggris”, the researcher finally interested in doing this 

project by applying the analysis of moral values of students‟ English textbook at the 

first grade in Senior High School 7 Pinrang.   

B. Research Question 

Based on the background above, the researcher formulated a research question 

as follow:   

1. What are moral value that can be found of students‟ English textbook in first 

grade? 

2. How are moral values represented in words in students‟ English textbook for 

first grade in SMAN 7 Pinrang? 

C.  Objective of The Research 

Relating to the problem statement, the researcher decided the objective of the 

research as follow : 

1. To know moral value that can be found of students‟ English textbook in first 

grade. 

2. To know how the moral values represented in words in students‟ English 

textbooks for first grade in SMAN 7 Pinrang. 
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D.  The Significance of the Research 

  The researcher hopes that this reserach will have some benefits in the English 

teaching and learning to prepare the best and benificial textbook for the students and 

the learning competence.  

1. For Teachers 

This research is expected to be a piece of useful information for English 

teacher at SMA Negeri 7 Pinrang in preparing and teaching the material through the 

textbook.  

2. For Students 

The result of this research will be expected with their respond and attitude 

through the learning of this textbook.  

3. For the Next Researchers 

The result of this research will be expected to be usefull information and to 

give motivation to the next researcher to create idea to another  reasearch about the 

the moral values of English textbook. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This part describes about the description of Some partinent ideas, The 

Previous Related Finding, Conceptual Framework, and Variable and Operational 

Definition. 

A.  Some Partinent Ideas 

In this part, some partinent ideas that explain the concept of the variable of the 

research. 

1. The Concept of Moral Values 

a. Definition Moral Values 

Value is something high, valuable, important and useful for human. Value is a 

belief or feeling that is believed to be an identity which gives a special pattern to a 

way of thinking, feeling, attachment and behavior.
1
 The value is closely related to the 

way people assess. Assessing means to consider human activities that connect 

something to something else, which is further to take a decision. This assessment is 

linked with elements in humans such as physical, creativity, initiative, sense and 

conviction.  

Values and literature are complementary inseparable. Literary works were 

born and sourced from human life and have a high value. Literature will be a 

contribution to the formation of values so that lovers of literature will be civilized, 

well-mannered, and virtuous men, and agreeing with the applicable rules. The values 

                                                             
1
Ahmadi A, Psikologi Sosial ( Jakarta: Rineka Cipta), 1991. P. 47. 
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in the literature usually reflect the views of the author„s life or values that are 

attractive to the author and are necessary to convey to the readers.
2
 

From the definition above, the writer concludes that value is a standard of 

assessing something. For instance, assessing the quality of the things either they are 

in good presentation or in bad presentation.  

 According to Hurlock, moral comes from the Latin word mores, meaning 

manners, customs, and folkways, which also means custom or way of life of a person 

by doing good deeds (decency) and avoid bad actions. Moral concerns something that 

is good and bad at people„s change where they are humans in life. Moral is an ethical 

norm, a concept of life upheld by most certain societies. Moral is primarily concerned 

with the understanding good and bad.
3
 

From the definition above, the researcher states that moral values goes to the 

difference of people in facing the bad or good choices. They are trying to avoid the 

bad things come to their life and the contrary, the good things should be always be 

though and applied in our daily. Morals have a greater social element to values and 

tend to have a very broad acceptance. Morals are far more about good and bad than 

other values. We thus judge others more strongly on morals than values. A person can 

be described as immoral, yet there is no word for them not following values 
4
.   

 What good is regarded as moral, while the bad ones are considered as 

immoral or amoral. Barcalow says moral can evaluate with the actions and potential 

                                                             
2
Fajar. A,Moral Values Analysis In The Rainbow Troops Novel (Aceh : published journal) 

2017. P.10 

3
Hurlock, Elizabeth B,Child Development (New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company) 1985. 

P.288. 

4
Sari Nurlaela, The Importance Of Teaching Moral Values To The Students, published journal. 

2013. P.156. 
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actions of others, may be evaluated as good or bad; right or wrong; morally 

acceptable or unacceptable (immoral); morally required, prohibited, or permitted; 

morally praiseworthy or blameworthy.
5
 In relation to the values, morals are part of 

the value, namely moral values.  

Not all of the values are moral values. Moral values are related with human 

behavior about good and bad. Moral is good or bad doctrine accepted by society 

regarding the actions, attitudes, obligations, morals, manners, and decency. 

Understanding certain good and bad things is relative. This means that something 

which is in general considered good for someone or a nation, not necessarily the same 

for other people or other nations. Someone's opinion about morals and values are 

usually influenced by the view of life. The behavior of human are believed as their 

moral value in their society. The point of view is the point being valued by the people 

which considered accepted or not by the person or people in our surroundings.  

Furthermore, moral values are the values which are associated with customs, 

manners, and behavior. The word moral always refers to the good or the bad people 

as people, so that fields of human life are seen in 12 terms of kindness as human. 

Overall, the moral teachings are norms and understandings determining the things 

which are considered good and bad. Consideration of good or bad something is 

something that would generate moral, as a generic concept. Moral is something to be 

conveyed by the author to the reader, where the meaning contained in a literature 

work and the suggested meaning is conveyed through story. That means the authors 

express a moral message to the readers through literary works, either directly or 

                                                             
5
Barcalow, Moral Philosophy Theories and Issues (Cengage Learning), 1994. P. 68. 
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indirectly. Moral in literature usually reflects the views of the author life, the views 

on the values of truth, and what the authors wants to deliver to the readers.  

Based on description above, we can conclude that morality is the 

measurement used to determine what is right or wrong of human beings attitudes and 

actions in terms of the goodness and badness. The researcher wants to know further 

about the moral values contain in students English text book and examine the 

categories of moral values could be seen from the textbook. 

b. Moral Value in Curriculum 2013 

Curriculum 2013 (K-13) is a curriculum that applies in the Indonesian 

Education System which is absurd in nature forcing students to become robots and 

younger teachers avoid by saying "there is Google". This curriculum is a curriculum 

that is still being implemented by the government to replace the 2006 curriculum 

(which is often referred to as the Education Unit Level Curriculum) which has been 

in force for approximately 6 years. The 2013 curriculum was included in its trial 

period in 2013 by turning several schools into pilot schools. 

The objectives of the curriculum include four competencies, namely (1) 

attitude competency spiritual, (2) social attitudes, (3) knowledge, and (4) skills. 

Competence. This is achieved through the intra curricular learning process,  and 

extracurricular.
6
 

The formulation of Competency in Spiritual Attitudes is "Living and 

Practicing religious teachings that he adheres to ". The formulation of Social Attitude 

Competency is "Show honest behavior, discipline, responsibility, care (mutual 

                                                             
6
Badan Penelitian Pengembangan, Kompetensi Dasar (Indonesia: Kementrian Pendidikan dan 

Kebudayaan, 2013), p.68. 
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cooperation, cooperation, tolerance, peace), polite, responsive, and pro-active and 

show attitude as part of the solution to various problems in interacting effectively 

with the social and natural environment as well placing itself as a reflection of the 

nation in the world association". Second these competencies are achieved through 

indirect learning (indirect teaching), which is an example, habituation, and school 

culture, with pay attention to the characteristics of the subjects as well as the needs 

and conditions the student.
7
 Growth and development of attitude competence is 

carried out throughout the learning process takes place, and can be used as 

consideration teacher in developing student character further. 

Figure: Core Competence and Basic Competence Curriculum 2013 for English 

Subject at Senior High School  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7
Badan Penelitian Pengembangan, Kompetensi Dasar (Indonesia: Kementrian Pendidikan dan 

Kebudayaan, 2013), p.68. 
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(Source: Core Competence and Basic Competence Curriculum 2013) 

1. Honest behavior  

Honest means telling the truth or able to be trusted and not likely to steal, 

cheat, or lie. In other side, behavior means a particular way of acting, also the 

way that someone behaves. From both of definition the researcher can 

conclude that honest behavior is behaves telling the truth in daily life. 

2. Discipline 

Discipline training that makes people more willing to obey or more able to 

control themselves, often in the form of rules, and punishments if these are 

broken, or the behavior produced by this training. 

3. Responsibility 

Responsibility something that it is your job or duty to deal with 

4. Care (mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance, peace) 

Care means the process of protecting someone or something and providing 

what that person or thing needs. Teamwork means the ability of 

a group of people to work well together. Tolerance means 

willingness to accept behavior and beliefs that are different from your own, 

although you might not agree with or approve of them. Peace from war and 

violence, especially when people live and work together happily without 

disagreements. 

5. Polite 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/your
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/job
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/duty
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/deal
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ability
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/group
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/work
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/willingness
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/accept
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/behaviour
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/belief
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/your
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/although
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/agree
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/approve
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Polite means be having in a way that is socially correct and shows 

understanding of and care for other people‟s feelings. 

6. Responsive and pro-active 

Responsive means saying or doing something as a reaction to something or 

someone, especially in aquick or positive way. Pro-active means taking action 

by causing change and not only reacting to change when it happens.
8
 

c. Types of Moral Values  

There are several forms derived from other words that are in one sense, the 

word moral, moralists, and morality.
9
 Furthermore, Salam also explains that when 

morals are inserted in context of the humanity, it owns several meanings as follows: 

Moral values refers to the people who have a good considerations, a good 

personality, or have a high morality or it refers to the people who act agreeing with 

the moral, action, behavior, or good manners.  

A moralist is defined as person who is oriented to have great importance to 

others„ moral setting, while the morality in this sense referring to the action, behavior 

or manners concerning the moral. Allah SWT, created human beings a perfectly 

formed and precious creatures. Perfection and glory attached to a set of moral norms 

that we must obey as a human being, either in the form of orders or prohibitions. 

Every literature offers moral message.  

The type or form of moral message contained in literature will depend on the 

author„s beliefs, desires, and interests. Types and forms of moral teaching itself can 

include issues that could be said are unlimited. It can cover the whole issues of life 

                                                             
8Cambridge dictionary (Cambridge University Press) 

9
Sari Nurlaela, The Importance Of Teaching Moral Values To The Students. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/reaction
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/especially
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/quick
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/positive
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and life itself. The whole issues that includes the human dignity. In a long story line 

of novel, we often get there is more than one moral message presented. It was barely 

under consideration and interpretation of the reader which also can be varied in terms 

of both quantity and type in determining the moral in the novel.  

This kind of moral is always influenced by personality factors. Generally, the 

problems of life and human life can be distinguished by three: 

A. The issue of human relationships with themselves. 

The moral values contained in the relationship between humans with 

themselves are a moral value arising from oneself, from individual actions and has a 

cause and effect on yourself. Here are moral values contained in the relationship 

between humans and themselves. 

1. Self-extension 

Self-extension is related to one‟s self quality. Someone will not the extension 

is recognized if it does not have striking or different qualities with other people. 

2. Confidence  

Confidence means the attitude of someone who gives strong confidence to 

himself. In other hands, confidence also means the quality of being certain of your 

abilities or of having trust in people, plans, or the future. 

3. Responsibility towards yourself 

Responsibility means something that it is your job or duty to deal with. And 

also Demands awareness to fulfill one‟s own obligations to develop his personality as 

a personal being. 
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4. Obligation to themselves 

The attitude that must be obeyed as a will is believed to be a good thing. In 

this case someone who obeys the external law is not out of fear sanction, but as an 

encouragement to do good because of his small heart said it was a good thing. 

5. Manners 

Attitudes that encourage someone to respect others in association because it 

contains the value of kindness. 

B. The relationship of humans with other humans in the social live, including 

their relationship with nature. 

Human relations with humans in the social sphere means to refer to individual 

relationships with other individuals in a community environment. How does one 

behave, solve problem, and deal with certain situation. The following are the moral 

values contained in the relationship human to human in the social sphere. 

1. Positive thinking 

Human attitude to judge other humans with a positive perspective or good 

thing. In this case humans do not like to look for the bad things that exist in other 

humans and prefers to see the good things that a person has. 

2. Helping other 

Human attitude in any condition still protects other humans. In terms of this 

protecting also means defending and helping others in distress but he also sees based 

on the truth and justice that should be enforced. 

3. Helping the weak selflessly 

Human attitude that protects the weak fellow without expecting something to 

return to him. 
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4. Mutual respect 

The attitude the human who respect other humans even though there is a 

difference, mutual safeguarding the rights owned by others and also carry out one‟s 

own obligations to maintain harmony in life social. 

5. Get to know each other 

Humans are expected to know each other so that good relations are 

established in his life, helping each other due to the fact that humans are social beings 

who cannot live without the help of other. 

C. The human relationship with God. 

 The moral value contained in the human relationship with god is religious 

values that are based on religious values. Deep religious value literature is individual 

and personal. The following a translation of values religion between humans in 

relation to God. 

1. Surrender and obedience to God 

Carry out all the commands given by God. Surrender and obedience to God 

are human attitudes and obedience to God. This matter based on a servant‟s love for 

him. 

2. Feelings of sinning to God 

Human attitude is always supervised by God so that when doing mistakes he 

would feel guilty to God and promised not to do returned his mistake. 

3. Fear to God 

Feels afraid will all wrong to God and surrender themselves to God. 

4. Recognized the greatness of God 
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The attitude of human who believe that there is nothing in nature escapes 

God‟s knowledge. 

Regarding to the explanation, the researcher will try to find out whether the 

textbook include the words of moral values which it might be a model for the 

students in practicing for example the dialogue of the reading text from the textbook. 

2. The Concept of Textbook  

Textbook serves as an important role in teaching and learning activities. It is 

used to help the teaching and learning process run well because it has much 

information of knowledge.  

Using the textbook in the classroom helps teacher in delivering the materials. 

Similar to the statement above, Mudzakir stated that a textbook is complemented with 

student work. As he mentioned in his journal, textbook along with many other names 

is commonly used by educational institution or school and is usually provided with 

exercise and teaching materials.
10

 

The textbook is a book used as a standard source of information for formal 

study of a subject and an instrument for teaching and learning. It should be regarded 

as one of the many sources teachers can draw upon in creating an effective lesson and 

may offer a framework of guidance and orientation.  

Additionally, the textbook provides confidence and security for an 

inexperienced teacher who finds adapting existing textbooks challenging especially 

for tailored work related courses. It is necessary to emphasize that no ready-made 

textbook will ever fit perfectly every language program. There is no ideal textbook, 

                                                             
10

Amrina “An Analysis Of “Bahasa Inggris” Textbook Used In The Second Grade Of Senior 

High School” (Aceh : unpublished skripsi, 2018) p. 8 
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ideal for every teacher, ideal for every group of learners and ideal in every teaching 

situation. Moreover, teachers‟ reactions to using ready-made textbooks are manifold. 

From many explanations above, the researcher can conclude that the textbook 

plays the important role in the learning process. It is a framework or guide that helps 

them to organize their learning. It is helpful to involve students in the process of 

adapting textbooks. Consequently, they would feel that their needs are respected and 

they would feel much more motivated to successfully finish the course. Therefore, It 

derives the students‟ improvement of their competence from the certain books which 

their teachers use in their school.  

a. The Function of Textbook  

Textbook used in teaching and learning process is important. Textbook are 

meant to help teachers in providing them teaching and textbook act as a guideline for 

inexperienced teachers or tools for experienced teacher. It also provided either 

inexperienced or experienced teachers with guidance on what students have to learn 

and what student wish to learn. The statement from Chandran is also in line with the 

statements from Cunningsworth.  

According to him, there are several functions and roles of textbook which are: 

First, a resource of presentation material. Second, a source of activities for practice 

and communicative interaction. Third, a reference book (grammar, vocabulary, 

pronunciation). Fourth, a syllabus. Fifth, a resource for self-directed learning or self-

access. Sixth, a support for less experienced teachers. The essence of a textbook is 

basically to help both teacher and students in some ways. For teacher, it helps them in 

preparing and developing the 11 teaching materials that are going to be taught and in 
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the other hand. As for the students, it helps them to maintain and trace back their 

input in learning. 

On the other hand, it could be described that the function of the textbook not 

only beneficial for the teachers but also it has many advantages for the learners. So 

that was why the researcher intended to analysis the students‟ attitude through the 

moral values of their textbook. Does the textbook get them to be more polite or 

impolite to their output of learning. 

b.  The advantage and disadvantage of using textbook 

The use of textbooks in teaching has both advantages and disadvantages, 

depending on how they are used and what the contexts for their use are. What one 

teacher considers an advantage in a textbook, another teacher may consider a 

disadvantage
11

. The following list contains the most frequently stated advantages of 

using text books : 

1. It provides a syllabus for the course because the authors of the syllabus have 

made decisions about what will be learned and in what order. 

2. It provides security for the students because they have a kind of a road map of 

the course: they know what to expect and they know what is expected from 

them. 

3. It provides a set of visuals, activities, readings, etc., and so saves the teacher 

time in finding or developing such materials. 

                                                             
11

Amrina “An Analysis Of “Bahasa Inggris” Textbook Used In The Second Grade Of Senior 

High School” (Aceh : unpublished skripsi, 2018). 
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4. It provides teachers with a basis for assessing students‟ learning. Some 

textbooks include tests or evaluation tools.  

5. It may include supporting materials (teacher‟s guide, cd, worksheets, and 

video.)  

6. It provides consistency within a program across a given level, if all teachers 

use the same textbook. If textbooks follow a sequence, as within a series, it 

provides consistency between levels. 

Textbooks also have limitations, which can lead to teachers‟ and learners‟ 

dissatisfaction with the course. The following list contains the most frequently stated 

disadvantages of using only ready-made textbooks : 

1. The content or examples may not be relevant or appropriate to the group and 

they may not reflect the students‟ needs since textbooks are often written for 

global markets and often do not reflect the interests and needs of students.  

2. They may contain inauthentic language, since texts, dialogs and other aspects 

of content tend to be specially written to incorporate teaching points and are 

often not representative of real language use.  

3. The content may not be at the right level. There may not be the right mix of 

activities (too much of X, too little of Y), there may be too much focus on one 

or more aspects of language and not enough focus on others, or it may not 

include everything teachers want to include.  

4. The sequence of units is not in accordance with the real work-related needs. • 

The activities, readings, visuals, etc., may be boring.  

5. The timetable for completing the textbook or parts of it may be unrealistic. 
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6. The textbook does not take the students‟ background knowledge into account. 

Graves suggests that, in order to minimize difficulties when selecting 

textbooks, teachers should: use the textbook as a resource for students, but not 

the only resource; use a textbook as a guide, be free to modify, evaluate, 

develop, change, eliminate, or add to the material in the textbook, supplement 

the textbook with lots of outside readings. 

Having been known as an unperfect textbook, the teacher should look for 

other preference to not only focus in one book of teaching material and always try to 

keep in context on what should be given to the students. However in this research, the 

researcher will only focus with the moral values taken from the textbook that has 

prepared by the ministry of education and culture.  

B. Previous Research Finding  

There have been some findings related to this study. Some of them are : 

Lilik Istiqamah presents her research about “representation of moral values in the 

reading materials in indonesian contextual English textbooks for senior high school”. 

She found that not only one moral value she found in one reading text of the students‟ 

book but also there are some included in. Meanwhile, the series of Contextual 

English grade X, XI, and XII textbooks are quite capable of making students have a 

positive response and want to do and practice the values contained in these moral 

values. The finding research above examines that both teacher and students must 

have a good response when they try to learn and to practice the lesson of the text, yet 

many values of morality found in the reading text above.  

Syamsul Fajar found it in his study of his research with the title “moral values 

analysis in the rainbow troops novel written by andrea hirata”. By highlighting 
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phrases which are considered as moral values, he found there are several moral value 

presented explicitly by the author in The Rainbow Troops. In terms of human 

relationship with themselves, the major type of moral value is tenacity, in respect of 

human relationship with others in society, including their relationship with nature, 

friendship, and regarding human relationship with God and the most presented type 

of moral value is obedience. 

The above finding shows that there were some moral values found from the 

text of novel‟s book. The message of education, culture and religion were mixed from 

that novel he examined.  

Another type of analyzing textbook also examined by Amrina with the title 

“an analysis of “bahasa inggris” textbook used in the first grade of senior high 

school”. The researcher wanted to know about the beneficial of the book taught in the 

learning process and she found that the English Textbook of “Bahasa Inggris” 

compatible with the curriculum, the materials provided in the textbook completely 

developed and the feasibility of content has mostly met the standard of an English 

textbook in delivering curriculum 2013.  

 Textbook mostly hoped to have an improvement in the teaching and in the 

learning process of the classroom, that is why the researcher paying more attention to 

know further moral values of the textbook in her research, however the above 

research even though only focus with the analysis of the textbook but she showed that 

the using of the textbook in curriculum 13 developed completely. 

 Akbar syahbana in his research “the analysis of English reading texts based on 

national character and cultural education on course book for the tenth grade at the 

state of senior high school in pamekasan” and from the result, he found that there 
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were 58 texts like sentence and paragraph as the research data. Then, the way of 

reading texts is reflected the values by implicit meaning. More explanation as detail, 

it is on the next point. In this study, the course book contains the moral values in the 

textbook. Nevertheless, the researcher took in note that the authors‟ book has to be 

responsible to mention the values in the books. Those values can help the students to 

learn not only knowledge but also character for them. 

 Based on the previous research  findings above, the researcher concluded that 

in finding the moral values of the textbook could be seen from the reading text or the 

dialogue of that book. The appropriate textbook will help the teacher develop the 

material for the students‟ improvement from the learning process. 

The higher moral values included in the textbook, the better students‟ attitude 

could be acted by comprehending the moral to get the good morality in their life. By 

this preferences, the researcher in this case will do his research to find the moral 

values from the textbook used in SMAN 7 Pinrang.   
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C. Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework underlying this research is given in the folloring 

diagrams : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 In this case, the conceptual framework above show the way to collect data 

based on the parts. The data will be found by analyzing English textbook, and 

interviewing the students and teacher to know what kind of moral value that include 

in student‟s textbook, in aims to know students‟ moral value. 

D. Operational Definition 

1. Moral Value is goodness that adjusted to the measure of action accepted by 

the public that encompasses certain environmental or social unity. Such 

moral can be understood as a reference to one‟s actions or also good and 

bad behaviour. This becomes important as an explicit socialization process 

between individuals. 

SMAN 7 PINRANG 

MORAL VALUE IN 

TEXTBOOK 

TEACHER STUDENTS 

STUDENTS‟ MORAL VALUE 
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2. Bahasa Inggris is  mandatory textbook used in school specially in first 

grade of senior high school that contain learning material in order to 

achieve national education goals. Besides textbook is also used as a means 

or technique in accordance with learning adjectives that refer to the 

curriculum. Therefore, using textbook as a tool of the educational is needed 

because a good morality will create characters for the identity of a nation. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

In this section, the researcher will provide the kinds of research method. They 

are include of research design, location and duration of the research, location and 

duration of the research, population and sample, instrument of the research, procedure 

of collecting the data and technique of data analysis. All of the data will be examined 

and processed as follows:  

A. Research Design 

The type of this research is qualitative descriptive research, The data are the texts 

of the English book for Senior High School at the first grade studied to capture the 

moral values that help students to develop their moral values awareness. The data are 

selected based on the purposive sample and then analyzed, The source of data is the 

subject from which data from a study are obtained.  

1. Location and Duration of the Research 

 The location of the research took a place at SMA Negeri 7 Pinrang at the first 

grade on academic year 2019/2020. The researcher used the qualitative research that 

have several times to collect and describe data. So, the researcher used more than one 

month for collecting the data. 
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2. Instrument of the Research  

 The instrument is a tool used to help researcher to find some data or information 

that is researched. Without using instrument, a researcher will not get some 

information accurately that they aspire. Hence, one of way to get accurate data is by 

using instrument. 

 The tool of collecting data that used in this research are document review, and 

observation, interview. The document that  reviewed is the Bahasa Inggris textbook 

of SMAN 7 Pinrang and the researcher interviewed both the teachers and the students 

to get more clear data about what the researcher inteds to. 

 In related with it, the researcher applied some instrument of this research, they 

are: 

a. Technique of Documentation 

 Documentation technique is data collection technique related to efforts find 

data about things or variables in the form of notes, transcripts, books, newspaper, 

magazines, inscriptions, and so on.  

In this research, using documentation technique means the researcher as a key 

instrument to read carefully, scrupulous, category the moral value of “Students‟ 

English book” in order to obtain the desired data. The documentation technique can 

be the main technique if researchers do content analysis.
12

 The results of the data 

source will be organizing the data in table based on the category. 

 

                                                             
12

Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek (Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 

1998), p. 34. 
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1. Observation 

The researcher did observation in the school based on object of the 

research that would be researched by describing and knowing the moral values in 

students‟ English book at the first grade students of SMAN 7 Pinrang. The researcher 

as observer would read repeatedly all of the content of the students‟ English book and 

observe the students‟ activity in learning process that had relation with moral 

valuesas secondary source of data and wrote related information. 

2. Technique of Interview 

The interview held in SMAN 7 Pinrang. The researcher as interviewer will 

interview the English teacher, and the students as secondary source of data. 

3. Technique of Collecting Data  

The process of collecting data for this research through students‟ English book, 

students, and English teacher. First collected data did by reading the students English 

book carefully. After reading the English book, the researcher categorized the types 

of moral value that contained in students English book. After finding the moral value, 

Next the researcher made the table based on the categorizes of moral value.  

Second collecting data, after reading and organizing the moral value, the 

researcher did observation in students learning activity based on the moral value that 

the researcher find in English book. This observation helped the researcher to support 

the primary source. 

The third collecting data the researcher did interview. The researcher would be 

interviewer to interview the students and English teacher. The list question of 

interview was related to the moral value of students‟ English book. The secondary 

source of this data based on the result of the interview. 
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4. Technique of Data Analysis 

Suharsimi Arikunto states in his book that, Data analysis in qualitative research 

is the process and the preparation are systematically obtained from the technical 

documentation, by way of organizing data into categories, describe into the units, 

synthesize, organize into a pattern, choose what is important and that will be studied 

and make conclusions invitation of words or phrases separated by category for the 

conclusion.
13

 It means that the technique of data analysis is very important to make 

conclusion. 

Besides, Miles and Huberman states in their book that, analysis can be defined as 

consisting as three current flows or activity that are data condensation, data display, 

and conclusion drawing and verification.
14

 This research used Miles and Huberman‟s 

theory in analyzing the data. So, there are three steps to do such are:  

1. Data Condensation  

Miles, Huberman and Sandana said that data condensation refers to the 

process of selecting data, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the 

data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions.
15

 

In this research, the data was the sentences or utterances in the students‟ 

English book. Based on this theory, in this step firstly is analyzing the data by 

reading English book to see the context. First, selecting the sentences, the 

paragraph or utterance which is contains the moral values. Next, focusing on the 

                                                             
13

Suharsimi Arikunto, Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek (p. 41)  

14
M.B Miles, A.M Huberman, and J Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis, A Methods 

Sourcebook, Edition 3. (USA: Sage Publications, 2014), p.14 

15
M.B Miles, A.M Huberman, and J Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis, A Methods Sourcebook. P.10. 
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sentences, the paragraph or utterance which is contains the moral values focusing 

on the moral values. After that, simplifying the sentences, the paragraph or 

utterance which is contains the moral values. Then, abstracting the sentences, 

paragraph or utterance which is contains the moral values. The last, writing the 

conclusion of the analysis.  

2. Data Display 

The second step is data display. According to Miles, generally a display is an 

organized, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing 

and action.
16

 In this step, the data which reflect moral not only generally but 

specifically and clearly. The data that showed are the sentences, paragraph or 

utterance that contains moral values. In this step, the research explained what are 

types of moral values in those sentences, paragraph or utterance? It also gave the 

reason why the sentences, paragraph or utterance called as those types of moral 

value in the table form.  

3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification 

After finishing doing in data reduction and data display, the last steps to 

analyze the data in this research is drawing conclusion/verification. Miles said 

that final conclusion may not appear until data collection is over, depending on 

the size of the corpus of field notes; coding storage and retrieval methods of 

funding agency, but they often have been prefigured from the beginning even 

when a researcher claims to have been proceeding inductively.
17

 In this step, 

                                                             
16

M.B Miles, A.M Huberman, and J Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis, A Methods Sourcebook. P.11. 

17
M.B Miles, A.M Huberman, and J Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis, A Methods 

Sourcebook. p.11 
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concluding the result of the research based on the problem of the research and the 

theory of moral values that has been used. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter consists of the findings of this research and its discussion. It 

provides information about the result of data collected through documentation, 

observation and interview that can be discussed in this section below: 

A. FINDING 

 In this chapter, the researcher analyzed the moral value in students‟ textbook 

Bahasa Inggris at the first grade of SMA 7 Pinrang. The problem statements are 

answered in this analyzing of students textbook. The result of documentation, 

observation, and interview will explain below:  

1. Finding through Documentation 

The researcher analyzed the moral value by reading students English 

textbook. The title of the book is “Bahasa Inggris” 2017 revised edition curriculum, 

2013 that written by Utami Widiati, Zuliati Rohmah, and Furaidah, this book for 

students in the first grade. The researcher analyzed the moral value by reading 

students English textbook to select the sentences, the paragraph or utterance which is 

contains the moral values based on social attitudes competence in 2013 curriculum. 

The formulation of Social Attitude Competency is "Show honest behavior, discipline, 

responsibility, care (mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance, peace), polite, 

responsive, and pro-active. The collected data are presented in the form as bellow:  

a. Honest behavior 

Honest behavior is first moral value that written as goals in curriculum 

2013. This kind of moral value is shown by the enrichment session in the dialog: 

complimenting in students‟ English book, as presented in the following passage. 
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Sinta: Excellent! We had lovely time there. You should have gone there 

with us. 

Rahmi: Really? Hey, what a beautiful skirt you are wearing. It matches 

your blouse. 

Sinta : Thanks a lot. My sister bought it for me last month.  

Rahmi : Wow! That‟s wonderful. 

Sinta : Oh, Rahmi, can I ask you something? 

Rahmi : Oh. Sure. Please 

Sinta : Have you finished writing the book we discussed two months ago? 

Rahmi : Yes. Come to my room. Look at this. What do you think? 

Sinta : Terrific. I like the cover. Let me see the contents. This book is 

excellent. You really did a great job. 

Rahmi : Thanks a lot. You‟ve inspired me to do this. 

Sinta : Your publisher should send it to all bookstores here. 

Rahmi : Yes, you‟re right. The publisher will do it for me. 

Sinta : Well, that‟s great. I am proud of you, Rahmi. By the way, I‟ve got 

to go now. Have nice day!. 

Rahmi : You, too. 

From the dialog above show the students how to be honest with our friend by 

giving praises to others. The researcher also found moral value honest behavior in 

reading about Meeting My Idol. There are sentence that show the kind of moral value 

honest 

I thought it was really cool to seeing him that because he really just felt 

like a moral person, which was awesome. He asked my name so that he could 
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write it on the CD to say „To Mia, Love Afgan”. He was also very friendly, so I 

didn‟t feel too nervous when I had a chance to take pictures with him. He was just 

an amazing person. That was one of the best days in my personal life history.  

The researcher also found in another chapter In reading comprehension about 

Strong Wind show moral value honest  

When Strong Wind was coming, his sister asked the girl, “Do you see 

him?” 

“No,” the girl answered. “I don‟t see him.” 

Strong Wind‟s sister was surprised because the girl had told the truth. 

“Now do you see him?” asked Strong Wind‟s sister. 

“Yes,” answered the girl. “Now, I do see him. He is very wonderful.”  

Based on story above, there is a part telling truth that has been underline. In 

this textbook, there are some parts telling about honest behaviors that we can find in 

reading comprehension and dialogue. 

b. Discipline  

Discipline also one of moral value that include in curriculum 2013. You may 

find in chapter 9 in part warmer. That active asked the students to be discipline. If 

they were disciple they will be the winner. You may see in appendix on pages 121. 

Another discipline we can find in announcement in task 1. That 

announcement told about payment. The announcement stated the last date of payment 

and the announcement date for the event to be held so that members are expected to 

pay before the date written in the announcement. The announcement is an example 

for students to be disciplined. Because it will be an obstacle if they are not penalized 

to pay as an example of an announcement in the textbook on pages 92. 
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c. Responsibility 

Responsibility is a characteristic where someone is aware of his behavior or 

acts that could be intentional or unintentional and is ready to bear all the risks. 

Responsibility found in reading text 1 An Announcement about Concert Cancellation 

are shown moral value responsibility. The announcement announced that the 

cancellation of an event that had become widespread would be held. so that the form 

of responsibility of the organizer makes announcements and apologies to all parties 

for this cancellation. You may see in appendix 2. 

d. Care (mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance, peace) 

Caring is also one of moral value that include in curriculum 2013, but caring 

divide into some parts such as mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance and peace. 

The words that represented about caring itself you may find it in chapter 2.  

Reading Text 1 

Samuel   : Alif, congratulations. You deserved it, Man. 

Alif    :  Thank you very much. This is because you always help me. 

Sinta : I am very happy for you, Alif. Now, that you are the director of the  

company, I believe the company will develop even faster. 

Alif  : (replies with a happy tone) Thank you. I cannot forget your 

collaboration with me, and I will still need your help. (pages 23) 

Based on dialog snippet above, the words that underline are including caring. 

Congratulating to the others mean care. Another words that showed caring we can 

find in the same chapter is chapter 2 in Reading Text 2.  

Ditto  : Cita, congratulations for being first winner of the school story 

telling competition! Excellent. You really did it well. 
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Cita  : Thanks, Ditto.  

In first and second dialogue are talking about congratulating. Students are 

thought how to care to others one of the way is congratulate it. The next dialog is still 

about caring. It comes from chapter 3 the dialogues snippet below: 

Dialog : expressing intention 

Riri : It will be a long weekend soon. Do you have any plans? 

Santi : Uhm, I‟m not sure. I don‟t have any idea yet. I think I might stay at 

home. 

Bayu : Stay at home? Well, you could do something more interesting! 

Santi : So, what about you Bayu? Do you have any plans? 

Bayu : Definitely! My dad and I are going to go fishing. 

The dialogue above is talking about expressing intention. The sentences that 

underline include in moral value of caring. Bayu suggest to his friend to do 

something more interesting, that‟s one of example caring. 

1. Mutual Cooperation 

 Mutual cooperation means work together (mutual help, helping each 

other). Mutual cooperation found in speaking chapter 9.the dialogue snippet below: 

Ami : What did you do? 

Riza: My schoolmates, my teachers, and I rallied in the monument area at 6 

a,m and began to clean the area around the monument until it‟s clean 

and tidy. 

Ami: That‟s very good program. 

Riza : Yes, it was. We also planted some trees around it. 
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Another mutual cooperation the researcher found in the task 2 on page 79 are 

shown moral value about mutual cooperation you may see in appendix… 

2. Teamwork 

In this textbook almost all warmers ask students to work together both in 

groups and couples. Chapter 1 warmer: Chinese Whisper, also in chapter 2 warmer 

show how the students need to teamwork to accept their goal. Also in chapter 4 the 

warmer show the students how to teamwork. and in chapter 5 in warmer also show 

the students how to teamwork.  

From all warmer that mention above aims to teach teamwork to the students 

cause teamwork also one of moral value that include in curriculum 2013.  The 

researcher also found in task 2 collaborative description show moral value teamwork.  

Teamwork also showed in speaking task on pages 105. The task need to find 

partners to do speaking. They will ask each other about the material so the couple 

need teamwork. 

Another teamwork showed in pages 130 about speaking game that show 

moral value team work. The speaking game work in group of four students, so they 

need to work in teamwork. You may see in appendix 2. 

The warmer in chapter 11 about Describe and Guess showed moral value 

teamwork. Because doing the warmer students need teamwork to make it 

successfully. In speaking pages 178 also show moral value teamwork because that 

speaking will be held in group consist of 8 members each group. 

In speaking Task 3 about role play ask the students to work in team. And also 

in writing chapter 14 also showed the moral value teamwork because it is about 

collaborative story writing. 
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3. Tolerance 

Tolerance means patience and restraint. Tolerance can also mean an attitude 

of mutual respect and respect between groups or between individuals in society or in 

other spheres. Tolerance showed in reading comprehensive page 123 you may see in 

appendix 2 

Another chapter in reading comprehension Cut Nyak Dhien in this text show 

moral value tolerance (pages 145) showed tolerance. From the reading 

comprehension give students example to be tolerance.  

e. Responsive and pro-active 

1. Responsive 

Responsive include one of moral value in curriculum 2013. The researcher 

was analyzing the English textbook and found about responsive in dialogue below: 

Dialog : expressing intention 

Bayu : Definitely! My dad and I are going to go fishing. 

Santi : Fishing? Are you going to go fishing in the river near your house? 

Bayu: No. We plan to go fishing in a lake near my uncle‟s house. Would 

you like to come with us? 

Santi : Fishing? That sounds great. But I would rather stay at home than go 

fishing. 

Bayu : What about you, Riri? What would you like to do on the long 

weekend? 

Riri: I have made a plan with my mother about what to do on this long 

weekend. We are going to practice baking cookies. 

Santi : that sounds like a very good plan! 
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This dialog show we should be responsive although we want to go or not but 

we keep responds. 

2. Pro-Active 

Pro-active showed in reading about Meeting My Idol there are sentence that 

showed the kind of moral value pro-active. 

A day before concert, there would be a meet and greet event at a local radio 

station. Feeling excited, I packed all my Afgan‟s CDs to get his signature at the event.  

Another chapter the researcher found pro-active in reading comprehension 

about B.J Habibie showed moral value pro-active pages 135 

When Habibie‟s minimum wage salary forced him into part-time work, he 

found employment with the Automotive Marque Talbot, where he became an advisor. 

Habibie worked on two projects which received funding from Deutsche Bundesbahn. 

That‟s story in reading comprehensive showed the students that B.J Habibie 

work hard to get his goals, and that include pro-active. Because he worked different 

with human usual. 

4.1.2 Finding through Observation  

 The result of observation that researcher did in learning process X IPA 1 at 

SMAN 7 Pinrang, the teacher considered the spiritual attitude in moral values. The 

researcher saw that the teacher started the class by praying together and also 

reminded the students by giving motivation to be a good person with others, this is 

for the social attitude. The researcher also saw the teacher came earlier to the class. 

But based on the researcher saw the teacher more  
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 The researcher saw the students pray only before studying, they didn‟t pray 

after studying. Based on the moral value that researcher analyzing in the textbook the 

researcher saw that the students did teamwork, polite, and responsive in learning 

process. The researcher also saw the students were not discipline because some of 

them always going out the class in learning process, they also were not honest 

because when the teacher gave task some of them cheating and indifferent to do the 

task. When the researcher did observation the researcher got the information that one 

of the students from the class is victim of bullying. 

2. Finding through Interview  

The researcher interviewed four students and one teacher by asking some 

questions about moral values in students‟ English book to support the primary data of 

finding. The data was presented, as follow; 

a. The Result of Interview Students 

The researcher took four students as informant: 

1. The Opinion of the informant 1 

The first informant said that she is using textbook of curriculum 2013, 2017 

revised edition. She said there are moral value include in the textbook such as work 

hard, diligent, and confident. She said that the conversation about interview with the 

Wright Brothers she can took moral value from the conversation. And it is easy to 

understand the moral value from the textbook. 

  Based on the result interview with the first informant, we can conclude that 

there are many moral values that students can learn from the textbook. 
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2. The Opinion of the informant 2 

 The second informant said that she is using English textbook of curriculum 

2013, 2017 revised edition. The moral value that she found from textbook such as 

work hard, honest behavior and diligent. She also said from the textbook can help 

them adding insight and teach them to work hard, discipline because it is easy to 

understand and complete. 

 The result of interviewing the second informant that the moral value of the 

textbook really help the students. 

3. The Opinion of the informant 3 

 The third informant said that he is using English textbook curriculum 2013 

that have been revised 2017 edition. He said that from the textbook it can help him to 

add his knowledge and he will be spirit in learning. And the moral value from 

textbook is very good cause can help him and the moral value easy to understand. 

Based on the result of the third informant, it can be seen that the student 

understand the moral value in textbook seriously. 

4. The Opinion of the informant 4 

 The fourth informant said that he is using English textbook curriculum 2013, 

2017 revised edition. There are some moral values that he got from the textbook such 

as diligent, honest, and work hard. According to the fourth informant learning by 

using the textbook can help him in studying especially diligent and spirit in learning.  

 From interview students the researcher conclude that the textbook have many 

moral value that they can learn it and have positive impact to the students.  
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b. The Result of Interview Teacher  

The English teacher said that the school socializes character education for 

example every ceremony and in class the students are always reminded like cleaning, 

preparing and so on. He implements moral values such as preparing material, praying 

and asking questions because every reading text contains moral values such as 

honesty, patrotism, heroism, and so on. He also said the average student behavior is 

naughty, stubborn, and various because from seven hundred students must have 

different characters. A matter of fighting he said that students usually if there are 

differences of opinion, mutual profusion, ridicule, there must be a fight. Because they 

have different characters there are quiet, stubborn, easily offended. He said that the 

students understood the moral values from the textbook. For example they answer 

questions based on their beliefs and answer honestly and the moral values of 

cooperation. As for the constraints experienced by the teacher that students lack 

understanding of the contents of the reading must be given an understanding of the 

moral values contained in the textbook, other obstacles such as vocabulary and 

students who are not honest in doing ordinary tasks cheating from his friends' 

answers. On the other hand there are also supporting factors that English teachers find 

such as the media. The media really helps students better understand specifically 

about moral values because every material there must be an element of moral values 

contained. 

 The result of  interviewing the teacher, the textbook help him in teaching to 

reach moral value as what the curriculum 2013 goals, but some of students are not 

honest in doing task, fight each other that because of the different characteristic. 
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B. DISCUSSION 

The result finding of this research revealed many interesting fact. After 

presenting the categories of moral value in the students‟ English book, the researcher 

intends to discuss the findings and how they answer the research questions proposed 

in the first chapter. There are two research questions that are concerned with the 

moral value in the students‟ English book. 

The first question concerns about what are moral value that can be found of 

students‟ textbook “Bahasa Inggris” in first grade. The researcher was doing a data 

collected with used data analysis. The sections of moral values based on competence 

in 2013 curriculum that are the formulation of Social Attitude Competency is "Show 

honest behavior, discipline, responsibility, care (mutual cooperation, cooperation, 

tolerance, peace), polite, responsive, and pro-active.  

In the textbook, the moral categories that can be found such as honest 

behavior, discipline, responsibility, care (mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance), 

responsive and pro-active. The other moral categories such as polite and peace it can 

be found in observation.  

It can conclude that, the moral value that can be found in students textbook 

dominant include in the first types of moral value about the human relationships with 

themselves such as honest behaviour, discipline, responsibility, responsive and pro-

active. And also some of moral value such as peace (mutual cooperation, teamwork, 

and tolerance include in the second types of moral value about humans with other 

humans in the social live, including their relationship with nature.The other moral 

value such as peace and polite and also spiritual attitude found in observation. 
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The second research question is how is moral values represented in words in 

students‟ English textbooks for first grade in SMAN 7 Pinrang. It could be seen 

almost all warmers in each chapter contain moral values teamwork. The contents of 

the textbook on a part of the warmer can help students in forming the moral values of 

teamwork. One the example of warmer about Chinese whisper in chapter 1 “your 

teacher will ask you to make groups of 4 students and show you how to play Chinese 

Whisper. Listen to your teacher‟s explanation and do the activity as quickly as 

possible. Try to be the winner.” To do the activity successfully and became the 

winner the students need to do it in teamwork, this warmer show the moral value 

about teamwork. In observation the researcher found that the teacher was sometimes 

giving the warmer based on the textbook, but also the teacher was sometimes not 

giving them. However, the students were doing teamwork when the teacher gave duty 

in group. 

There some sentences showed about honest behavior the researcher found in 

dialogue but two of them are “Hey, what a beautiful skirt you are wearing. It matches 

your blouse.” In this dialogue showed the honest behavior. Because Rahmi as speaker 

is complimenting to Sinta about her skirt and Sinta respond it in honest “Thanks a lot. 

My sister bought it for me last month.” As we know that complement is an 

expression to appreciate or praise other people. Rahmi do compliment showed the 

students to be honest by appreciate their friends and also Sinta respond it in honest 

that she didn‟t buy it by herself but it was given from her sister. In textbook there are 

some words represented in honest behavior to give examples to students so that they 

are accustomed to being honest and also this is one of the moral values expected in 
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curriculum 2013. However, in observation the researcher showed some of students 

were not honest in doing their task because they were cheating. 

In warmer of chapter 9  showed discipline “work in pairs to find them as fast 

as possible”, “those who can finish the earlier are the winners” these sentences means 

that telling the students to be discipline because if can be discipline they will be the 

winner. Discipline aims to teach the students used to obeying the rules. In the 

textbook, that describes the moral values of the discipline is not much, but what 

researchers saw when observing the teacher gives an example by entering the class on 

time. However, there were still some students going in and out in the learning process 

for various reasons. 

Caring is an action based on the concerns of other people's problems. in 

curriculum 2013 caring becomes one of the goals in shaping student character. in the 

textbook there are several examples of words caring for others in some dialogue. 

Even though it cares about little things like the example words taken from the 

following dialogue “Cita, congratulations for being first winner of the school story 

telling competition! Excellent. You really did it well.” That sentences contains the 

moral value of caring. as the researchers found in the observation that the teacher 

motivated students to always do good to others because we humans must always care 

for one another, humans are social beings who need help from one another. 

In the textbook researcher found some dialogues consist of moral value of 

Mutual cooperation that related to the students environment. One of the sentence is 

“My schoolmates, my teachers, and I rallied in the monument area at 6 a,m and began 

to clean the area around the monument until it‟s clean and tidy.” It can be found in 
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dialogue pages 129. The dialogue is telling about their plant to clean the monument 

with schoolmates, teachers that include mutual cooperation in moral value. 

Tolerance means patience and restraint. Tolerance can also mean an attitude 

of mutual respect and respect between groups or between individuals in society or in 

other spheres. One moral value of tolerance showed in reading comprehension Cut 

Nyak Dhien. As human we should be tolerance one another, also with the heros. 

Appreciating them is one form of tolerance. The reading comprehension very suitable 

for the students in new era to make them aware and appreciate that there are some 

heroes who used to struggle in various aspects. As for the research analyst there are 

some reading material in this textbook about heroes and this is very helpful for 

students to know them and appreciate them, from some examples of moral values 

found in the reading material students are expected to be able to tolerate others not 

only with the students. 

Students English textbook also consist of moral value of responsibility. It can 

be found in reading text 1 An Announcement about Concert Cancellation. In the 

reading text consist of announcement about concert cancellation, by giving 

announcement and apologize to all people that waiting for the event it‟s one way to 

be responsibility. From the reading text tell the students how to responsibility with 

what we have done. As students they should responsibility with the task that their 

teacher gave, but the fact some of students don‟t care with the task that teacher gave. 

In the textbook we also can found Responsive and pro-active. “that sound 

good”  the sentence showed that the speaker respond the invitation friendly although 

the speaker not sure to join. Also the researcher found from analyzing the textbook in 

reading about Meeting My Idol there are sentence that show the kind of moral value 
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pro-active “a day before concert, there would be a meet and greet event at a local 

radio station. Feeling excited, I packed all my Afgan‟s CDs to get his signature at the 

event.” The story included pro-active cause she took all Afgan‟s CDs to get his 

signature. 

 That‟s all categories of moral value that found in the textbook and 

observation. But there are also some categories of moral value that researcher found 

in observation such as peace and polite. From the observations made by the 

researcher, the researcher sees that students are polite to their teacher, as in terms of 

clothing, they use it neatly and speak words with a gentle and polite teacher. They 

know how to behave with their teacher and friends.   

Peace means there is no war, there is no chaos, calm, peaceful, harmonious. 

peace means there is no war, there is no chaos, calm, peaceful, harmonious. When 

interviewing the researcher got some information that the class of the researcher was 

involved in bullying where the victim and the bullying were from the class of the 

researcher. Therefore the researchers conclude that there is no peaceful moral value 

in students because of the case of bullying occurring at school. 

The result of interviewing the students almost all informants said that from the 

textbook they can learn moral value such as work hard, honest, discipline, and so on. 

The teachers said that every text in the textbook consist of moral value. The textbook 

give example to do good things to the students but some students still cheating, fight 

each other but also some students did teamwork. 

Based on the results of the analysis of researchers, researcher can conclude 

that the textbook used by class X students at SMAN 7 Pinrang contains moral values 

in accordance with the objectives in the 2013 curriculum, but based on the results of 
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researchers' observations that teachers are not total in conveying the values contained 

in the textbook because sometimes the teacher is monotonous with its intellectual 

aspects, the teacher does not focus on the spiritual aspects. as we know that in this 

2013 curriculum the goal is 60% spiritual aspects and 40% intellectual aspects. As for 

students, there are some students who are not honest in working on assignments, even 

researchers find bullying occurs at the time of observation. it can be concluded that 

the textbook is not the only design to improve student morale or to achieve character 

education but must get supporters of several factors such as teachers, parents, and the 

environment. 

Character education is not a new program. It has been part of human life since 

centuries ago. Indeed, education itself is a media to reach knowledge and wisdom to 

live life and create excellent life for human being. Related to character education, 

education terminology is called as a process of accumulating good knowledge, 

attitude, and action. Education begins with building the awareness, feeling, caring, 

intension, knowledge, believes and habits formation. Therefore, the concept of 

character education, namely: Firstly, character is not taught but it is a habitual 

formation for example internalizing values, choosing good choice, doing them as 

habits, and providing examples; Secondly, educating character to youth has to 

involve the youth situation and condition. 3. In Education some issues should be 

considered are; learning situation, learning process, learning materials, and learning 

evaluation. 4. Character education is never ending process.
18

 

                                                             
18

Fathur Rokhman, Ahmad Syaifuddin and Yuliati, Character Education For Golden 

Generation 2045: National Character Building for Indonesian Golden Years (Indonesia: Semarang 

State University, 2013), p. 1163. 
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This we can see that it is not only the textbook that is a factor that influences 

moral values but also teachers and their parents, as the results of the study Nurlaela 

Sari in her research said that Moral values have to be taught to the students by an 

education at school and also at their house. Teachers, parents and also the students 

have to work together to create a caring relationship between them. There are several 

strategies to teach moral values to the students, such as Character Building program 

which the activities arranged to increase the students‟ emotional quotient, Caring 

School Community which the activities arranged to create a caring relationship 

between teachers-students and Integrative Ethical Education model which has five 

steps for moral character development: supportive climate, ethical skills, 

apprenticeship instruction, self-regulation and adopting a developmental system 

approach. And the teachers, they should have four basic principles in teaching at the 

class such as Amanah, Rahmah, Taadubah and Sillah, it calls Religiulitas 

Profesional.
19

 

 As we know that moral value have good impact to the students both in terms 

of their habits and achievements. The most important is the moral value taught to the 

students while maintaining moral values in the textbook, and the teacher learns and 

sacrifices literacy about the 2013 curriculum. So that teachers can easily convey 

knowledge to students in accordance with the objectives of the 2013 curriculum. 
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Nurlaela Sari, The Importance of Teaching Moral Values to The Students (Indonesia: 

University of Education, 2013), p. 161. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

After the researcher presented the data and analyzing them in the preceding 

chapter, the researcher intends to draw the conclusion of this study. Additionally, the 

researcher also owns several suggestions to offer that could be beneficial for readers 

or other researchers. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the findings and discussions of the researcher by doing analysis text 

of documentation to the students‟ English book of the previous chapter, the 

researcher gets the aim of this research which wants to know and represented the 

moral value in word from students‟ English book at the first grade students of SMAN 

7 Pinrang. 

The moral categories that can be found in the textbook such as honest 

behavior, discipline, responsibility, care (mutual cooperation, teamwork, tolerance), 

responsive and pro-active. The other moral categories such as polite and peace it can 

be found in observation. It can conclude that, the moral value that can be found in 

students textbook dominant include in the first types of moral value about the human 

relationships with themselves such as honest behaviour, discipline, responsibility, 

responsive and pro-active. And also some of moral value such as peace (mutual 

cooperation, teamwork, and tolerance include in the second types of moral value 

about humans with other humans in the social live, including their relationship with 

nature.The other moral value such as peace and polite and also spiritual attitude 

found in observation. 
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Based on the results of the analysis of researchers, researcher can conclude 

that the textbook used by class X students at SMAN 7 Pinrang contains moral values 

in accordance with the objectives in the 2013 curriculum, but based on the results of 

researchers' observations that teachers are not total in conveying the values contained 

in the textbook because sometimes the teacher is monotonous with its intellectual 

aspects, the teacher does not focus on the spiritual aspects. as we know that in this 

2013 curriculum the goal is 60% spiritual aspects and 40% intellectual aspects. As for 

students, there are some students who are not honest in working on assignments, even 

researchers find bullying occurs at the time of observation. it can be concluded that 

the textbook is not the only design to improve student morale or to achieve character 

education but must get supporters of several factors such as teachers, parents, and the 

environment. 

Moral values presented in the students‟ English textbook can be used as a 

guide to live a life meaningfully. This students‟ English textbook represented how 

students establish a good relationship with themselves, other people, and God. 

B.  Suggestion 

Based on the results and discussion of this research, there is some suggestion that 

the researcher intends to convey: 

1. For the academics who read the findings of this study, the researcher suggests 

them to instill the moral values adapted from the students‟ English textbook. 

2. For the teachers who use the curriculum 2013, the researcher suggests them to 

apply the moral values in the students‟ English textbook to the students well.  

3. For the students who read the findings of this study, the researcher suggests 

them to apply the moral values in their live; school, family and environment. 
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Appendix 1 

HASIL ANALISIS DATA PENELITIAN 

Analisis buku Bahasa Inggris siswa kelas X IPA 4 SMAN 7 PINRANG 

Table 1.  Moral Value of Honest Behavior 

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 32-33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2.  Page 111 

 

 



 
 

IV 
 

3.  Page 184 

 

 
 

Table 2. Moral Value of discipline  

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 92 

 
 



 
 

V 
 

2.  Page 121 

 
 

 

Table 3. Moral Value of responsibility  

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 83 

 
 



 
 

VI 
 

Table 4. Moral Value of care 

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 23  

 
2.  Page 41 

 



 
 

VII 
 

Moral Value of Mutual Cooperative  

No. DATA 

1.  Page 79 

 
 

2.  Page 129 

 
 

 



 
 

VIII 
 

Moral Value of teamwork 

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 2 

 
2.  Page 21 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

IX 
 

3.  Page 51 

 
4.  Page 70 
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5.  Page 105 

 
6.  Page 130 

 
 

 



 
 

XI 
 

7.  Page 144 

 
8.  Page 178 

 
 



 
 

XII 
 

9.  Page 190 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

XIII 
 

10.  Page 191 
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Moral Value of Tolerance  

No.  DATA 

1.  Page 123 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

XV 
 

2.  Page 145 

 
 

Table 3.5 Moral Value of Responsive and Pro-Active 

Responsive 

No. DATA 

1.  Page 41 

 



 
 

XVI 
 

Pro-Active 

No

.  

DATA 

1.  Page 110 

 
2.  Page 135 
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Appendix 2 

PEDOMAN WAWANCARA PENELITIAN 

A.   Pertanyaan Wawancara untuk Guru Mata Pelajaran Bahasa Inggris Kelas 

X MIPA 1 

1. Apakah sekolahan pernah melakukan sosialisasi tentang pendidikan karakter? 

2. Apakah anda menerapkan penanaman nilai moral pada siswa? Bagaimana 

cara anda mengajarkan nilai moral yang terkandung dalam buku paket kepada 

siswa/siswi? 

3. Bagaimana perilaku siswa/siswi dilingkungan sekolah? 

4. Apakah siswa /siswi pernah berkelahi? 

5. Menurut anda, apakah siswa/siswi memahami tentang penanaman nilai moral 

yang anda berikan melalui buku paket yang digunakan? 

6. Kendala apa saja yang anda temukan dalam proses menanamkan nilai moral 

pada siswa/siswi melalui buku paket? 

7. Faktor pendukung apa saja yang bapak/ibu guru temukan selama dalam proses 

penanaman nilai-nilai moral pada siswa/siswi melalui buku paket? 

B. Pertanyaan Wawancara untuk Peserta Didik 

1. Apakah dalam belajar bahasa inggris anda menggunakan pedoman buku 

paket? 

2. Buku bahasa inggris apa yang anda gunakan? 

3. Nilai moral apa saja yang anda dapatkan dari buku paket yang anda gunakan? 

4. Menurut anda, bagaimana nilai-nilai moral dalam buku paket yang anda 

pelajari sekarang? 

5. Apakah anda bisa memahami tentang nilai moral yang disampaikan dalam 

buku paket? 
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Surat Keterangan Meneliti 
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Documentation  
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